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The Journal of Research Initiatives (JRI) is inviting submission of book reviews for Volume 2 Issue 1. The issue is scheduled to be published on November 30, 2015. If you have read an interested book related to the journal’s aim and scope, that has not been previously published, or that is not currently under consideration by other journals or publications, you are encouraged to submit the review by visiting JRI website at:
http://digitalcommons.uncfsu.edu/jri/

Book review articles may vary and range from 1,000 to 2,500 words. Book reviews must be sent as a word document and submitted online through the journal’s website. Detailed information about the reviewed book should be listed in the following order: Book title; author(s); publication year; publisher; city; total number of pages; price as it applies to hardcover and/or paperback copy.
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The reviewer's name, academic degree, title, and contact details (institutional affiliation mailing address, phone number, and e-mail address) should be listed. Book reviews should follow APA format. The submission should include a detailed synopsis of the book and should be suitable for the K-12 and higher education readers. Your published book review will be available open-access immediately at: http://digitalcommons.uncfsu.edu/jri/ Feel free to contact me for additional information.
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